Department of Learning Resources
Scholarly Activities – July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019
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Instruction

- Presented two sessions of “Finding and Evaluating Resources for Primary Care” at Louis A. Cancellaro Primary Care Conference. (Walden)
- Presented lecture “Creating Graphic Medicine: Elevating Patient Stories Through Interprofessional Artwork” as part of National Library of Medicine exhibit activities. (Walden)
- Presented VR info to M1/M2 Course Directors’ Lunch (Walden, Carroll, Weyant).
- Facilitated student group with two standardized patients for human sexuality workshop. Also provided follow-up resources to students on LGBT health. (Walden)
- Worked on development of asynchronous online course on health literacy with goal of completing and offering interprofessionally as an elective for students in the health sciences colleges. (Walden)
- Co-taught faculty development session on diversity and unconscious bias with Dr. Rusinol. (Walden)
- Presented to M1M2 Course Development Luncheon on ethical and IRB issues related to conducting research using student data. (Walden)
- “Health Statistics” class for the Quillen College of Medicine Community Medicine Clinical Rotation (Wallace, Woodward, Weyant) – taught 6-10 times per year
- “Apps for Mobile Devices” class for the Quillen College of Medicine Family Medicine Rotation (Wallace, Woodward, Weyant).
- “PubMed Lecture and Labs” for “Drug Information” Gatton College of Pharmacy (Woodward, Wallace, Weyant, Loyd) – taught 8 times per year
- Lecture on finding evidence for Rob Pack’s evidence-based public health course (Wallace, Woodward).
- “EBM Series for Psychiatry Residents” 13 sessions – Mar – June (Wallace, Weyant)
- “Transitions: Mobile Apps for Rotations” – (Weyant)
- “Library Resources for Treatment Plans – Practice of Medicine” - (Weyant)
- “Library Resources for EBM” - (Wallace, Woodward, Weyant)
- “Using Turning Point” training for Quillen faculty - (Carroll)
- Rachel Walden, Matthew Carroll, and Emily Weyant provided numerous virtual reality demonstrations to faculty and students.
- “History of Mountain Home and Discussion of Historical Medical Artifacts” – session in “Doctoring” course in partnership with a retired physician (Whaley)
“Museum at Mountain Home Tour” provided for the following ETSU classes: Health Services Management and Policy (2 classes); Nursing Adult Care 1 and 2 Practicum; Medical Professions Advisement (2 classes); History of Pharmacy; History of Medicine.

Numerous orientation, guest lecture, noon conference, grand rounds, course directors’, and other instructional sessions, including sessions for students (Medical, Pharmacy, Physical Therapy, Nursing (2 per year for MSN and DNP), Doctor of Public Health, Biomedical Science, Biology (undergrads)) and residents (OBGYN, Pathology, Surgery, Pediatrics, Pharmacy, Psychiatry, Internal Medicine, Family Medicine (Bristol, Kingsport, Johnson City)).

Institutional Service

Martha Whaley continued her service as Director of the Museum at Mountain Home. Rachel Walden served as an ex officio board member for the Museum at Mountain Home. Nakia Woodward served as a board member for the Museum at Mountain Home.

Began serving as vice chair of medical IRB (Walden)

Completed periodic review of faculty on Dr. Kwasigroch. (Walden)

Chairing LCME Self-Study Subcommittee V (standards 10, 11, 12) – MSEC (Walden)

Continued to serve on search committee to identify replacement for Pat Van Zandt at Sherrod. Participated in interviews and meetings. (Walden)

Worked with Sherrod to direct and administer Ithaka S+R survey of ETSU faculty regarding libraries (Walden)

Worked with Dr. Fox to survey ETSU faculty and staff about Quillen healthcare clinic perceptions (Walden)

Attended LCME Task Force meetings and contributed to review of self-study document. (Walden)

Participated in search activities to provide feedback on candidates for IRB director (Walden)

Rachel Walden served as member and co-chair of the QCoM diversity council.

Rachel Walden served as a voting member of the ETSU medical Institutional Review Board.

Rachel Walden served as a voting ex officio member of the Medical Student Education Committee (MSEC).

Rachel Walden served as a voting member of the ETSU Faculty Senate and an alternate to their elections committee.

Martha Whaley, Rick Wallace, Nakia Woodward, and Jean Daniels proofread/edited personal statements for students applying to residencies.

Rick Wallace served on the CoM Faculty Advisory Council.

Rick Wallace served as faculty advisor to the Medical Humanities Special Interest Group.

Rick Wallace served as faculty advisor to the student Rural Health Association group on campus.

Emily Weyant served on the Continuing Medical Education Committee.

Martha Whaley conducted numerous Museum at Mountain Home tours to ETSU student groups, community groups, and campus visitors.

Rachel Walden, Nakia Woodward, and Emily Weyant conducted course mapping for IM 3rd year clerkship.

Rachel Walden, Nakia Woodward, and Emily Weyant mapped a Microbiology test in ExamSoft.

Kelly Loyd created interlibrary loan instructional procedures to prepare faculty and staff for the end of the Loansome Doc system—materials were created during the first part of 2019 and distributed from May 2019 to current day for anyone who requests information about interlibrary loan.
• Kelly Loyd presented on health information research at the Rural High School Medical Camp June 2019.
• Sylvester Renner served on the search committee for 2 Sherrod Librarians.

Research
• Began work on a systematic review project with a physical therapy faculty member (Walden, Weyant)
• Research in progress on graphic medicine and women’s health (Walden, Woodward, Fair, Campbell)
• Article written and ready for submission on virtual reality project. (Walden, Carroll, Weyant)
• Conducted systematic searches and analysis of results for the TN Department of Health (Walden, Weyant, Woodward, Wallace, Loyd)
• The librarians also provide as-needed support to other researchers throughout the College of Medicine and division of health sciences.

Grants
• Billed the Tennessee Department of Health $10,000 for expert search and summary work.
• Successfully obtained National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) Exhibit Award ($2000) to fund the NLM Traveling Exhibit on Graphic Medicine: Ill-Conceived and Well-Drawn.
• Successfully obtained National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) Exhibit Award ($1196) to fund exhibiting on NLM products and health information at the Tennessee Public Health Association Conference 2018.
• Successfully obtained National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) Exhibit Award ($1504) to fund exhibiting on NLM products and health information at the Rural Health Association of Tennessee Conference 2018.
• Successfully obtained National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) Exhibit Award ($1025) to fund providing consumer health information at the Remote Area Medical Clinic Gray, TN 2018.
• Successfully obtained National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) Exhibit Award ($650) to fund providing consumer health information at the Remote Area Medical Clinic Wise, VA 2018.
• Hosted the National Library of Medicine Traveling Exhibit “Graphic Medicine: Ill-Conceived and Well-Drawn” in May 2019.

Miscellaneous
• Developed and promoted a book display to complement the “Graphic Medicine: Ill-Conceived and Well-Drawn” exhibit from the National Library of Medicine hosted at the Medical Library.

Awards
• Elaine Evans earned the “2018 Friends of Johnson City Parks” award from the Johnson City Parks & Recreation Dept for her development and coordination of the Library’s “Color My World Healthy” program at the Carver Recreation Center.
External Committees & Service

- Emily Weyant, Rick Wallace, Rachel Walden, Nakia Woodward, and Kelly Loyd planned the 2019 Tennessee Health Sciences Library Association Meeting held at the Sherrod Library.
- Rachel Walden continued to serve on the JAMA Network Library Advisory Board.
- Emily Weyant is the President for the Tennessee Health Sciences Library Association (THeSLA).
- Emily Weyant is the chair of the communications committee for the SC/MLA.
- Emily Weyant serves on the Executive Board of the SC/MLA.
- Emily Weyant is the Doody’s Core Titles specialist reviewer for Laboratory Medicine, Alternative Therapies, and Pharmacology.
- Rick Wallace serves on the Rural Health Association of Tennessee Planning Committee.
- Rick Wallace serves on the Rural Health Association of Tennessee Legislative Committee.
- Rick Wallace is a peer reviewer for Health Information & Libraries Journal.
- Martha Whaley serves on the Holston Regional Library Board and Elizabethton/Carter County Library Board.
- Martha Whaley serves as Board Secretary for the Rocky Mount Board.
- Martha Whaley hosted events at the Museum including a monthly meeting of Disabled American Veterans and Pearl Harbor Remembrance Day.